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ABSTRACf 

Reduced fonn estimation of multivariate data sets CUI1'endy takes into account long-run 
co-movementrestrietions by using Vector Errar Correction Models (VECM' s). However, short-run 
co-movementrestrietions are comp1etely ignored. This papel' proposes a way of taking into account 
short- and long-run co-movementrestrietions in multivariate data sets, leading to efficientestimation 
of VECM' s. It enables a more precise trend-cycle decomposition of the data which imposes no 
untes1ed restrietions to recover these two components. The proposed methodology is applied to a 
multivariate data set containing U.S. per-capita output, consumption. and investmenl Baseei on the 
results of a post-sample forecasting comparison between restricted and unrestricted VECM' s, we 
shOW that a non-trivialloss of efficiency results whenever short-run co-movement restrietions are 
ignored. While permanent shocts to consumption still play a very important role in explaining 
consumption' s variation, it seems that the improved estimates of trends and cycles of output, 
consumption, llId investmellt sbow evidence of a more imf.ortant role for transitory shocks than 
previously lIISpeCted. Funbtllllole, contrary to previous eviC:tence, it seems that permanent shocks 
to output play a much more important role in explaining unemployment fluctuations. 
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llntroductioD 

It is a well known stylized fact in macroeconomics that economic data move together, Le, 

display co-movemenL For example, Lucas(l977, section 2) reports that output movements across 

broadly defined sectors have high coherence. In the pasto researchers have modelled short- and 

long-run co-movement in isolation. The early literature in business cycles, pioneered by Btuns 

and Mitchell(l946), only considers co-movement in the short-run: individual series have their 

long-run component modelled as deterministic functions of time and cycles are identified as 

deviations around these trends. The issue of similarity of cycles across series is then examined 

and that of similarity of trends completely neglected. On the other band, lhe more recent 

macroeconometrics literature mockils multivariate data as integrated series. e.g., Long and 

PIosser(1983) and King, PIosser and RebeIo(1988). Common trends restrictions are then used to 

decompose these series into trends and cycIes but sbort-run co-movement restrictions are 

ignored, e.g., Blanchard and Quah(l989) and King et al.(l99l), building on lhe wort of 

Beveridge and NeIson(l981) and Stock and Watson(l988). 

The recent macroeconometrics literature represents an improvement on trend-cycle 

decomposition rnethodS for two major reasons. First. it aIlows for non-deterministic long-run 

components, confonning to a long time criticism of early trend-cycle decomposition methods. 

SecoIKL it uses Iong-run co-movernent restrictions in extracting trends and cycles from the data, 

leading to efficiency gains in estimating these components. Despite these improvernents, this 

decomposition metbod fails to expIoit short-run co-movement restrictions when they exist in the 

data. Recendy, it has been shown that these restrictiODS do exist for a variety of data sets, e.g., 

Engle and Kozicki(l992), Vahid and Engle(l992), Engle and Issler(l992a,b). 
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This paper discusses the new method of trend-cycle decomposition presented in Vahid and 

Engle(l992), which exploits the existence of short- and long-run co-movement restrietions in 

multivariate data sets. We argue here that ignoring the presence of short-run co-movement 

restrietions willlead to inefficient estimates of reduced form Vector Error Correction Models 

(VECM's). Since the existing multivariate trend-cycle decomposition methods use reduced form 

estimates in calculating these two components, they will necessarily have poorer trend-cycle 

estimates than the method we propose using here. Moreover, forecasts based on the UDreStriCted 

reduced form estimates will not be as good as forecasts based on its I'eStricted counterpart. 

We illustrate the usefulness of this new approach by investigating the existeDce of sbon

and long-run co-movement restrietions in the multivariate data set used by King et a1.(1991), 

containing U.S. per-capita output, consumption and investment Since these variables are 

cointegrated, they must have common trends and move together in the long-run. Since their first 

differences have common serial correlation, they must have common cycles and move together 

in the sbon-run. Contrasting our variance decomposition results with that of King et alo illustrates 

that ignoring shon-run co-movement restrictions leads to non-trivial differences in trend-cycle 

estimares. A post-sample evaluation of the data set shows that incorporating short-run 

co-movement restrietions improves forecasting, confirming our claim of efficiency gains for 

restricted reduced form estimares and therefore for our decomposition method. 

Our empirical results sbow that for output and investmeDt traDsitory shocks are an 

important source of DOUe in explaining their variatiOD. On the other band, permanent shocks 

seem to be the most imponant source of variation for CODsumption. Using estimated output trend 

and cycle innovatioD5, we investigare the relative imponance of output's permanent and 
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transitory shocks in explaining the variation of unemployment We conclude tbat pennanent 

shocks to output have larger and more enduring effects on unemployment This seems an 

intuitive result, however opposite to that in Blanchard and Quah(1989). 

Section 2 discusses trend-cycle decomposition methods in macroeconomics. Section 3 

presents tests for short- and long-run co-movement in multivariate data sets. Section 4 presents 

empirical results and section 5 concludes. 

2 Trends and eycles in Macroeconomics 

The concept of representing variables as sum of ~ cycle and irregular goes back a long 

way in lhe history of time-series analysis. Trends are defined as lhe path which lhe long-run 

forecasts converge to. Cycles are defined as the forecastable fluctuations around lhe trend. and 

irregular is defined as the innovation in the series. Up until lhe past decade. trends in macro 

aggregates were assumed to be deterministic functions of time, usually an exponential function 

(or linear when variables are in logs). 1bis assumption has lhe implication tbat innovations to lhe 

system could oo1y have short-run effects. therefore, any policy tbat changed lhe variation of 

deviatioDS from trend could not have any real effect on growth. 

In late 70's and early 80's a series ofpapers in statistics and economics changed the way 

macroeconomists looked at trends in macro aggregatcs. Dickey and Fuller( 1979) developed a 

test for unit roots. Nelson anel Kang( 1981) showed that spurious correlation will result from 

regressing an integra1l:d variable on a time trend. Beveridge and Nelson( 1981) showed that any 

integrated series can be represented as lhe sum of a random walk and a stationary component in 

innovation form. Nelson and Plosser(1982) showed tbat most macro aggregates are more 

adequately characterized as integrated processes rather than trend-stationary processes. These 
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papers revolutionized the applied macro literature and brought about a number of new issues, lhe 

most imponant of which was identification and assessment of the relative imponance of trends 

and cycles in the total variation in macro-aggregates. 

Since univariate detrending methods proved to be unsatisfactory, researchers moved lheir 

attention to multivariate methods. Intuitively, the problem in the univariate case is that the 

stochastic trend and the cycle have to have the same building block, namely, the innovation in 

the series. Therefore, innovations in trend and cycle will be perfectly correlated. For the 

univariate case, Watson(1986) showed that there is only one other structural unobserved 

component model that is identified. It imposes orthogonality between lhe innovations in treDd 

and cycle, a restriction which is only tt:ue in very special cases. 1be development of tbe concept 

of cointegration by Granger(l983) and tests for cointegration by Engie and Granger(1987), Stock 

and Watson(1988) and Johansen(1988), enabled researchers to identify lhe trends using lhe fact 

that there are no longer as many trends as the number of series. But still there were as many 

cycles as the number of series, so in general trend innovations had to have some impact on 

cycles. Vahid and Engle( 1992) developed the concept of conunon cycles which removed this 

requirement 1be present papel uses their methodology, where both common trends and common 

cycles restrictions are used to perform the trend-cycle decomposition. 

In order to see this, assume that y, is a n - vector of I( 1) variables. By definition ây, is 1(0) 

and hence has a Wold reprcaentation in innovation form: 

ây, = J.1 + C(L)e, (1) , 
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-whcre C(L) is a matrix polynomial in the lag operator, L. with C(O) =1,.. I il CA < - and €r is 
j-I 

a n x I vector of stationary one-step-ahead linear forceast errors in y, given infonnation on 

lagged values of y,. FlOm now on we assume J.l = O for ease of notation having in mind that J.l- O 

will imply a time trend in leveIs. We can rewrite equation (1) as: 

(2) 

where 

c.. = I~· Vi. In Particular C; =1,. -C(l) 
• j >; J 

If we integrate both sides of equation (2) we get 

-y, = C(l) I E,-. + C·(L)l., 
•• 0 

(3) 

= T, + C, 

Equation (3) is lhe multivariate version of the Beveridge-Nelson trend-cycle representation 

(Beveridge and Nelson(l981». Series y, are represented as sum of a random walk part T, which 

is called lhe "trend" anel a stationary part C, which is called the "cycle". This representation is 

unique. in tbe sense tbat if we add part of lhe trend (T,) to tbe cycle (C,) then lhe cycle will 

bccome non-stationary. and if we add part of the cycle to lhe trend then the trend will no longer 

be random waIk. 

Consider tbe situation where all elemcnts of T, are linear combinations of only n-r random 

walks. i.e. C(l) has rank n-r. 1ben y, will hav~ n-r conunon trends and there will be r linearly 
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independeot combinations of Yr which will not have any trend. In this case the variables are said 

to be cointegrated. the stationary combinations are called the cointegrating combinations and lhe 

number of linearly independent cointegrating combinations is called the dimension of the 

cointegrating space. In this case we can represent the system in tenns of n-r random walks by 

decomposing C (1) into product of a n x (n - r) matrix of rank n-r (y) with a (n - r) x n matrix of 

rank n-r (a'). Stock and Watson(1988) derived this representation and called it the "common 

trend representation". to which trom now on we will refer as the 

Beveridge-Nelson-Stock-Watson (BNSW) representation. which is: 

(4) 

= yt, + Cr 

where 't, is a n-r vector of random walk components and 1 is a n x (n - r) matrix of factor 

loadings with full column rank. The cointegrating vectors. which we denote by a. fonn a basis 

for the left null-space of 1. The existing methods of trend cycle decompositioo, such as 

Blanchard and Quah(1988) or King et al.(1991) work as follows. First. the reduced fonn V AR 

under the cointegration restriction (i.e.· a VECM) is estimated. Next. the VECM is inverted to get 

the corresponding vector MA form. Then, the loog-ruo multiplier matrix is COQlPuted. Finally. 

pern1anent and ttansitory innovatioDS are calculated by converting lhe long-ruo multiplier matrix 

into its structuraJ. fonu. wbich allows only n-r of the innovatioDS to have long-ruo effects. 

Now assume that lhe elements of lhe stationary component Cr are linear combinations of a 

reduced number of common cycles. Then we will obtain the common trend - conunon cycle 

representation which is a natural extension of BNSW representation: 
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y, = 'YC, + Fe, (5) 

where c, is a n-s vector of stationary components and the matrix of factor loadings F is a 

n x (n - s) matrix of rank n-s. In this case there will be s independent linear combinations of y, 

which will not have any cycles and will be pure random walks. We will refer to the vectors 

representing such combinations as the cofeature vectors and denote the n x s matrix of cofeature 

vectors by ã. 

Note that although the trend-cycle decomposition is unique, the unobserved factors t, and 

c, are not unique. They are only identifiable up to orthogonal transformations, meaning tbat if t, 

andc, are possible factors with factor loadings yand F so are Ht, and Qc, witb factor loadings 

_ yH-1 and F Q-I where H and Q are arbitrary invertible (n - r) x (n - r) and (n - s) x (n - s) 

matrices respectively. However, the cointegration and the cofeature spaces do not depend on the 

choice of identifying normalizations in the above representation. Moreover, note that as long as 

the elements of y, are not related to each other by an identity, (i.e. as long as y, is not statistically 

singular), a and ã must be linearly independent Hence, the sum of the dimensions of a and ã 

cannot be more than the dimension of the system n, for otherwise they would have to be linearly 

dependent 

Now assume that a and ã are known and also assume that r+s=n. Then the cointegrating 

combinations which are n-s linearly independent stationary components will be a possible 

candidate for the common cycles. Likewise, the cofeature combina~ons which are n-r linearly 

independent random walks will be a possible candidate for the common trends. Appropriate 
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partition of lhe inverse of the matrix of cofeature and cointegrating vectors yieIds the factor 

Ioadings corresponding to these factors. To see this. stack the cofeature and the cointegrating 

combinations: 

[ã'y,] = [ã7,] 
a'y a'C , , 

Thc n x n matrix A = [~J bas full rank and therefote is invenible. Panition lhe 

(6) 

coIurnns of the inverse accordingly as A-I = [ã- I al and recover tbe conunon treDd 

conunon cycIe decomposition by pre-multiplying lhe cofeature and cointegrating combinations 

by A-I: 

(7) 

It is clear that if we could estimate a anel ã., we would be abIe to recover trends and cycles 

as linear combinations of Yr Contrary to the decomposition methods suggested by Blanchard and 

Quah(I988) lDd King et al.(1991), we need Dot invert a vector error correction modeI to recover 

trends lDd cycles. Such inversions involve repeated multiplication of estimated parameter 

matrices anel ale tberefcne prone to statistical and computational inaccuracies. 

Belore moving to the estimation of trends and cycles we should clarify ao important point. 

Wben Beveridge and Nelson( 1981) proved lhe existence of their rqm::sentation in me univariate 
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case. they called it trend-cycle or pennanent-transitory representation. In their case. trend anel 

cycle innovations had to be perfectly correlated so there could not be a shock to the system 

which would not affect the trend. However. in the multivariate case. where there are a reduced 

number of common trends. not alI of cyclical innovations are stochastically colinear with the 

trend innovations. So in the modem trend cycle decompositions the linear influence of the trend 

innovations is removed from the cyclical innovations and the residual (Le. the component of 

cyclical iDDovations orthogonal to trend innovations) is defmed as the "transitory shock". This is 

an essential step in all variance decomposition exercises.1n this paper. we seek to identify 

random walk trends T, and stationary cycles C, and then we move from the estimated trend-cycle 

decomposition to the corresponding pennanent-transitory decomposition by orthogonaJjzjng 

trend anel cycle innovatioDS. 

3 Testi. for Common Trends and Common Cyeles 

Statistical procedures for detennining the dimension of lhe cointegrating space (r) and 

estimating a basis for it (a) have been developed by Johansen(1988). A test for common cycles 

and a statistical rnethod for determining the dimension of lhe cofeature space (s) and estimating 

cofeature vectors (ã) have been proposed by Vahid and Engie(1992). Both procedures rely on 

canonical correlation analysis and can be easily implemented using a statistical package. such as 

SAS. which has a canonical correlation procedure. In what folIows we describe these procedures 

briefly. focusing on how they are applied in practice rather than on their theoretical foundatioDS. 

Tests for cointegration and conunon cycles are both based on lhe restrictions that these 

concepts imply for the vector autoregressive representation of the time series. Engle and 

Granger(1987) showed that when 1(1) variables are cointegrated. the V AR model in differences 

has omitted variables and therefore is misspecified. The omitted variables are lhe error correction 
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terms. and lhe appropriate linear model for cointegrated series is the vector error correction 

model (VECM). Following Johansen(1988) we write the VECM form with the levei term having 

the longest lag: 

(8) 

The question of cointegra~on can be formulated in terms of the rank of the matrix of 

lagged leveis r p. The number of non-zero eigenvalues of this matrix correspond to the dimension 

of cointegrationl
• Similar to classical general linear restrictions in multiple regression (for 

example Anderson(19S 1» the cointegration test is baseei on canonical correlations. The number 

of non-zero canonical correlations between 4y, and y,_p' controlling for alllagged differen<:es, 

yields lhe dimension of cointegration and the corresponding canonical variat.es give lhe 

cointegrating combinations. However, unlike tbe classical case, lhe litelihood ratio statistic for 

lhe test of significance of lhe canonical correlations does not have a t distribution. 

Common cycles imply a restriction on all of the parameter matrices in equation (8). Recall 

that lhe cofeature combinations ã'y, are martingales, so their first differences ã.'4y, are 

martingale differences, i.e.: 

(9) 

1bis means tbat the cofeature vectors are in tbe left null-spaces of all coefficient matrices 

in equation (8). So they are lhe canonical variates corresponding to zero canonical correlations 

between 4y, and y,_I' ... ,y,_p. Here though the problem of non-standard distributions arising 

1 There are some matrices whose rank.is larger than the number of their non-zero eigenvalues. 
These are nilpotent matrices which we ignore in our analysis. 
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from unitroots in Y,_I' ... ,Y,_p can be avoided by making the inference conditional on 

cointegration. Having estimated the cointegrating relationships, we can rewrite the VECM model 

as: 

The common cycle test will then be a test for zero canonical correlations between Ay, and 

AY'_I' ... ,AY,_p_l,â'Y,_r Now alI variables are stationary and the likelihood ratio test for the 

null of s cofeature vectors will be asymptotically distributed as t with s(np +r) -sn +Sl 

degrees of freedom as shown by Vahid and Engle(l992). 

We would like to emphasize that this decomposition is superior to othel' methods not just 

for its case of implementation, but because the structural model implied by this method 

parsimoniously encompasses lhe unrestricted VECM used by othel' methods. To see this, 

suppose thete are s linearly independent cofeature vectors. ie. there ares linearly independent 

combinations of elements of Ay, which have no dependence on the relevant past. Here eX is a 

n x s matrix of full column rank. but is only identified up to an invertible transformation because 

any linear combinatio~ of lhe columns of eX will also be a cofeature vector. Suppose we rotate eX 

in a way to have enough exclusion-normalization restrictions to resolve this ~determinacy. 

Specifically. rotate it to have a s dimensional identity sub-matrix as follows: 

- [/,,] a = -. 
<X.c,,-.)x. 
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Now ã: ây, can be looked at as s pseudo-structura1 fonn equations for the first s elements 

of ây,. Complete the system by adding the unconstrained VECM equations for the remaining n-s 

elements of ây, to get the following system: 

âY,_l 

= [ O,x(,.,,+r) ] 

r; ... r;_lP· + v, (11) 

The test for existence of at least·s cofeature vectors can be viewed as a test of whether the 

data supports the above structure. H it does, then it tells us that we can estimate the structural 

. medel instead of the VECM modelo The difference in the number of estimated parameters is 

exact1y the degrees of freedom of the common cycles test. H we are only interested in the 

cofeature vectors, we ean estimate them by using sub-system LIML on the flJ'st s equations of the 

system. H we are also interested in the restricted reduced fonn estimates we can use FIML on the 

complete system. Sinee this structure bas smaller number of estimated parameters than the 

unrestricted VECM and also its over-identifying restrictions are supported by the data. it is likely 

to produce bett.er forecasts. The post-sample evaluation exercise at the end of next section shows 

that the fOrecasts generatm by the common trend eommon cycles strueture are superior to those 

generated by unrestricted VECM. 

Defore moving to lhe empirical section of the paper. two points should be noted. FlJ'st, we 

would like to empbasize that the concept of common cycles is not just a technical step to 

trend-cycle decomposition. From equation (9) we can see that common cycles implies a strong 
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fonn of co-movement arnong the first differences of the variables. Economic modeling is of1cn 

done using the logarithmic transformation which implies that first differences will approximately 

be the growth rate of variables. The presence of conunon cycles is then an indication of 

co-movement in the growth rates of economic variables. This economic significance of common 

cycles has becn used to study interrelations in intemational business cycles (Engle and 

Kozicki(I992). Engle and Issler(1992b» and co-movement in growth rate of sectoral output 

(Engle and Issler(1991a». Second, the decomposition used in this paper is only feasible for 

systems in which the nurnber of common trends and cycles add up to the dimension of the 

system. This might seem like a strict requirement, but the rewards to finding data evidence for 

this is 50 high that we think every trend-cycle decomposition exercise should start by 

investigating if this condition is satisfied for the data set. . 

4 Empirieal Evideoce 

The data being analyzed consist of (1og) real U.S. per-capita private output - y, personal 

consumption - c, and fixed investment - i. Cata frequency is quarterly and were extractcd from 

Citibase1
• Although Citibase has data available from 1947:1 to 1991:3, we used only 1947:1 

through 1988:4 in estimation, in order to match the sample period used in King et al.(1991), thus 

making results directly comparable. 

As pointcd out by Lucas(lm), one of the major stylized facts of business cycles is the 

co-movement of major maaoeconomic aggregates, such as the ones being analyzed here. The 

theoretical foundations for such co-movement can be found in me Real Business Cycles (RBC) 

2 Using lhe Citibase mnemonics for the serles, the precise ~ti~ns are: GC8~ (~onsumption), 
GIF82 (investment), anel (GNP82 - GGE82) output Population senes mnemomcs 15 P16. 
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literature. e.g .• King PIosser and Rebelo(1988). and King et a1.(199 1 ). In these models, a 

common I( 1) productivity shock causes output. consumption and investment to be cointegrated 

processes. sharing the same stochastic trend. They will also display similar short-run fluctuations 

because of the resulting structural dynamics once one assumes the productivity process to be a 

random walk. Even though this RBC model is extremely simplified. in which the only source of 

randomness is a unique productivity shock. it will serve as a benchmark to compare empirical 

results. Its usefulness comes from the fact that it is an internally consistent optimizing model 

which delivers testable time-series implications for the data being analyzed. 

The plot of (logged) per-capita real output. consumption and investment is presenteei in 

Figure 1. There are two striking characteristics. First. the data are extremeIy smooth, as l(l) data 

should be, and appear to be trending together in the Iong-run. Second. the data show similar 

short-run behavior: during recessions all tbree aggregates drop. However. investment drops 

much more than consumption and oulPut. and the 1atter drops more than consumption - the most 

insensitive series to recessions. 

Tests for cointegration were performed using Johansen·s(l988.199l) technique. TabIe 1 

tabulates the results of the trace statistic - a cumulative sum of the squared canonical correlations 

ordered from the smallest to the largest - and the corresponding criticaI values at the 5% 

significance leveI. CriticaI values were exttacted from Osterwald-Lenum(1992). We first reject 

the null hypothesis that there are at most zero cointegrating vectors. We next reject the null of at 

most ODe cointegrating veCtor. Finally. we cannot reject the null of at most two cointegrating 

vectors. and concIude that the cointegrating rank r is two. This implies lhe existeDce of a 

common stochastic trend for output. consumption and investment. Table 1 also presents the paint 

estimates of a nonnalized version of these two vectors. They are very close to (-1. 1. O)' and 
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(-1, O, 1 )', which imply that both the ratio of consumption to output and of investment to output 

are 1(0). In order to joindy test these hypotheses, we use the likelihood ratio test. Johansen( 1991) 

proves that. conditional upon the cointegrating rank r. the likelihood ratio test for restrictions on 

the cointegrating space has an asymptotic X2 distribution. The results of this test do not reject that 

(-1,1,0)' and (-1,0, 1)' are in the cointegrating space. These findings are identical to the ones 

obtained by King et al.(1991), and imply that the "great ratios" are 1(0) processes. 

The fact that output. consumption and investment share a common stochastic trend is 

implied by the benchmark theoretical model. Taking the time-series implications of this model at 

face value leQuires the conunon trend to be the productivity process up to a scalar. If lhe 

conunon trend can be identified, important macroeconomic hypotheses can be tested using its 

estimate. 

The next step of our testing procedure is to examine if lhe data have common cycles using 

canonical correlation analysis. For the conunon cycles test. we use the EC model with (-1,1,0)' 

and (-1,0, 1)' as the two cointegrating vectors used in forming lhe EC terms. We follow King et 

al.( 1991) in conditioning on eight lags of the dependent variables in the EC model, which is 

enough to capture the dynamics of the systcm. The results of the common cycles tests are 

presenteei in Table 2. This table presents both the results of the t test and the p-values for the 

F-test tbat lhe cmrent and aD srnaller canonical correlations are statistically zero. As noted .. 

before, lhe cofeature rant s is the number of statistically zero canonical correlations. At usual 

3 According to Rao(I973) the F-test approxirnation provides better small sample results than the 
t approximation. 
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significance leveis. both tests cannot reject the hypothesis that the smallest canonical correlation 

is statistically zero. which implies that s is one. Thus. output. consumption and investment share 

two independent cycles and do have similar short-run fluctuations. 

As discussed before. the fact that n = r + s allows for a special trend-cycle decomposition 

of output. consumption and investmenL Since we obtained a common stochastic trend for our 

system. the trend component of output. consumption and investment is the same. and is 

generated by the linear combination of the data that uses the cofeatore vector. On the other band. 

these three variables will have cycles that combine two distinct 1(0) serially correlated 

components. which are in tom generated by lhe linear combinations of the data that use tbe 

cOÍl)tegrating vectors. A plot of lhe trends and cycles of lhe data is given in Figures 2 tbrough 7. 

The obtained trend is very smooth compared to lhe data in leveis. and lhe cycles show a distinct 

pattern of serial correlation. 

Three featores are worth noting from these graphs: first. it seems that thete is little 

difference between consumption and lhe conunon trend, which results in a very small cycle for 

that variable. Although consumption cannot be characterized as a random waIk, thus failing 

Hall' s( 1978) test of the permanent income hypothesis. it seems that its cyclical component is 

very smaIt. Similar results are achieved by Cochrane(I99l) and Yoon(l992) .. ~ second featore 

of lhe decomposition is that investment has a much more volatile cycle than output and 

consumption, which trans1ates into the investment cycle having the highest amplitude of them 

4 We retum to this issue latt.er. after presenting the results of lhe variance decomposition of 
innovations of the data seL 
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alI. This is one of the stylized facts of business cycles cited in Lucas(l977), and may reflect the 

high uncertainty associated with investtnent projects. The third singular feature of the ~ta is the 

behavior of cycles: alI three cycles drop during NBER recessions (see Figures S through 7)'. 

Having at hand the estimates of trends and cycles of the data alIows us to answer a 

question considered importaot by most authors in the applied macroeconomic literature: Which 

Df these components explains the bulk Df the variance Df aggregate data? Attempts to answer this 

question can be found, among others, in the work of Nelson and Plosser(1982), Watson(1986), 

Campbell and Mankiw(1987), Cochrane(1988), and King et al.(1991). Nelson and Plosser find 

this issue importaot because they associate trends to permanent factors influencing output - such 

.. as productivity, and cycles to temporary factors - such as monetary policy. Oearly, if their 

premise is true, effectiveness of different economic policies crucially depend on lhe answer to 

this questiono However, Prescott(1986) points out a flaw in Nelson and Plosser's premise: he 

argues against the dichotomy between trends and cycles claiming that shocks faced by 

optimizing agents produce simultaneously changes in trends and cycles. Oearly, if trends and 

cycles are not orthogonal, monetary policy could affect the long-ruo behavior of output, once one 

accepts it can affect its shon-ruo behavior. 

Although variance decomposition exercises for trends and cycles are common practice in 

the macro lita'atUre. a discussion of what should be measured must precede such exercises. We 

agree with Durlauf(1989) that this discussion should be welfare based. Because economic agents 

discount heavily outcornes in the distaot future, welfare effects of permanent shocks can be very 

different depending on whether these shocks significantly change the shon ruo trajectory of 

5 Some minor exceptions are verified. 
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economic variables. Take lhe following comparison for example: if output is a random walk6
, a 

1 % increase in output's trend today will permanently, starting today, increase output by 1 %. 

Again, if output is composed of a random walk plus an 1(0) AR( 1) cyclical element, regardless of 

its short-run path, ai % increase in its trend stillleads. asymptotically, to a 1 % increase in 

output Nonetheless, in the short-run, autput may increase by more (less) than 1 % if trend and 

cycle innovations are positively (negatively) correlated. Oearly, in the infinite horizon, trend 

innovations always explain 100% of the varlance af farecast errars in the two cases. However, 

for the last case, the proportion they explain in the short-run depends on the correlation between 

trend and cycle innovations. and on the persistence of lhe AR( I) cycücal component 

Baseei on lhe discussion above, it seems reasonable to attacb importance to lhe trend 

component if trend innovatioDS explain a significaot proponion of total forecast errors in lhe 

business cycle borizon. 1bis is lhe strategy used in King et al.(l991), anel it follows the essence 

of Durlauf' s proposition ·that agents care relatively more about lhe sbort run patb of economic 

variables. One advantage of doing tbe variance decomposition using our trend anel cycle 

estima1eS is that we imposed lhe restriction due to common cycles to recover tbem from the data. 

This is not true for lhe decomposition perfonned by King, Plosscr, Stock and Watson, which 

disregard the possibility of short-run co-movement Since the common cycles restriction was 

tes1ed prior to decomposing lhe data. our trend and cycle estimates should be more precise than 

tbeirs due to efficiency pins. 

lbe results of lhe variance decomposition of output, consumption and investment are 

presenteei in Table 7. It shows the proportion that permanent innovations explain of the variance 

6 A pore trend in our definition. 
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of total forecast errors at different horizons'. For output. still at the two year horizon. transitory 

innovations expIain about 50% of the forecast errar variance (FEV). For smaller horizons. they 

explain more than half of the FEV. In that sense. we canoot discard the importance of the 

transitory component of output. The results for investment are much stronger. Its transitory part 

expIains most of the FEV for alI horizons tabulated. For the one year horizon it expIains more 

than 90% of the FEV. and for the two year horizon almost 80%. This result is not surprising 

given the pIot in Figure 7. As was clear from it. investment's trend component is toa smooth to 

explain most short-run wiggles of the leveI series. 

The results of the variance decomposition for consumption deserve special attention. for 

they allow discussing the permanent income hypothesis. At lhe ODe year horizon. lhe permanent 

component explains almost 80% of the FEV, and at the two year horizon about 85%. The picture 

that emerges is that of an all important permanent component. The plot of Figure 6 corroborates 

this evidence. On the one band. if one can label the permanent part of consumption as permanent 

income8
• the variance decomposition analysis allows ODe to conclude that permanent income is 

the only importaot component of consumption. Moreover, consumption and permanent income 

7 Trend innovations are a cumulation of the first difference of tbe common trend. Cycle 
innovations are lhe residuel of regressing cycles on lhe conditioning set on lhe RHS of lhe EC 
mcxlel. using lhe EC tc:rm and eight first lags of lhe dependent variables. Since they are 
correlated. to ortbogonalize lhe two innovations we follow King et al.( 1991) and denote as a 
transitory innovation the portion of lhe cycle innovation orthogonal to lhe trend innovation. The 
permanent innovation will then comprise the original trend innovation and lhe portion of the 
cyc1e innovation explained by tbe trend innovation. 

8 According to ODe view of tbe permanent income hypothesis, consumption should be equal.to 
permanent income. Since the trend in consumption and income is the same. we can ~ of lt as 
the permanent part of income, or permanent income. Thus. having the common trend being 
almost equal to consumption implies permanent income and consumption being almost equal. 
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obey long-run proportionality, an importaot theoretical result On the other hand. transitory 

consumption. as represented by consumption 's transitory part, has no importance even in 

detennining consumption's short-run trajectory. 

One interesting note is that we have evidence in favor of the pennanent incorne hypothesis 

despite having rejected HalI's(1978) classical argument that consumption is a random walk: 

since we decomposed consumption in two parts, a random walk part (trend) and a serially 

correlated part (cycle), consumption cannot be characterized as a random walk. and fali within 

lhe general class of ARIMA models. Nonetheless. the permanent component of consumption, 

which we associate with permanent incorne. explains almost ali of the variance of consumption. 

eveo in lhe sbort-ruo. 

It is interesting to contrast our empirical result witb lhe most receot developments in me 

consumption literature.Our result supports the view that consumption is almost identical to 

permanent income and that transitory consumption is a function of current income and 

investtnent lbis last result is consistent witb lhe idea of optimizing consumers facing liquidity 

constraints. as put forth by Muellbauer(1983) and Zeldes(1985). Under such a framework, 

HalI(1989, p. 165) notes tbatconsumption will not have unpredictable first differences, since it 

will depend on current and past values of income. These are exactly our findings. 

At tbis point, it is belpful to compare lhe result of our variance decomposition with that 

perfOl1lJed by King et aL(l99l). Since botb studies used the same data and sample period, the 

results are directly comparable and differences may be attributed to the use of different 

metbodologies. Results of our Table 7 are compared to their Table 4. Both are reported in Table 

8. Since our trend-cycle decomposition was feasible. and imposed the common cycles restriction 

to recover these two components. any difference in results can be interpreted as a consequeoce af 

--- - ...... - .. 

FUNDACAO GETULIO VARGAS 
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not imposing sueh restrictions to decompose the data. The major differences in results occur for 

small honzons (1-12 quarters): their method under-estimates the contribution of the transitory 

portion of output and investment. Moreover, for the 1-4 quaners honzon it over-estimates lhe 

eontribution of the pennanent portion of eonsumption, whieh is reversed for larger horizons. The 

biggest discrepaney happens for output: in their method, the permanent portion of output 

explains almost 60% (70%) of output varianee for the one (two) year horizon, whereas our result 

assigns about 40% (50%) to it. 

The düferenee reported in Table 8 are enough to ehange the emphasis of the variance 

decomposition results for output. It is elear that a much more eonsiderable role should be 

~buted to sources of transitory noise. It is important to note tbat this result was obtained in a 

framework where only real variables were considered. wbieh in itself potentia11y limits me role 

of some sources of transitory noise, e.g., monetary policy. Another by-product of this analysis is 

quantifying potential discrepancies generated by not imposing eommon cyeles restrictions wbile 

performing trend-cyele decompositions. 

Importance of transitory eomponents of output were also reported by Engle and 

Issler( 1992a) using" a sectotal RBC model. There, outputs of key sectors sueh as manufacturing 

and trade have most of their variance explained by transitory sources of noise. Cochrane( 1991) 

àlso repor ts GNP having an important transitory eomponent. A similar general result is also 

acbieved by King et aI.(1991). They conclude that " ... U.s. data are not consistent with the view 

of thllt a single reol pB1IIIlMnt shoclc is the dominant source of business cycles fluctuDtions." 

This body of evidence go against lhe elaim in Nelson and Plosser(l982) that permanent shocks 

are the most important source of noise for output. Although this is certainly true in the long-run, 

the evidence points towards the importance of traDSitory noise at business cyeles horizons. 
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For oor tri-variate system. finding that permanent innovations for output do not explain the 

bulk of its variance easts doubt that produetivity shocks are a major source of output fluctuation. 

This ean be seen by looking at the RBC model in King, Plosser and Rebelo( 1988). There, output. 

eonsumption and investment share a eommon stochastie trend, whieh is a multiple of the 

produetivity processo Thus, if produetivity shocks are a major source of output fluetuation, we 

should find that permanent innovations explain the bulk of output's varianee, whieh they didn't 

This result has severa! plausible interpretations. One is that transitory shocks from nominal 

variables are important For example, in the tradition of Friedman and Sehwartz( 1963), shocks to 

monetary poliey may lead lhe economy into recession. RomeI' and Romer( 1989) present some 

evidence in that direction. Another possibility is raised by King et al.( 1991), who elaim that real 

interest rates shocks are a major source of output fluctuation through their effect on investment 

. Given that we found that transitory shocks are very importaot for investment fluctuations, this is 

certainly an interesting path to explore. 

4.1 Explaining Unemployment's FluetuatioDS 

A natural extension of oor previous results is to examine eausality between output trend 

and eyele innovations and unemployment MOR:over, impulse-R:sponse funetions and variance 

decomposition of foR:Cast errors ean be investigated in a system including output trend 

innovations, eyele innovations. and unemployment A similar study was eonducted by Blanehard 

and Quab(l989), building on the work of Evans( 1987). 

SefOR: any analysis can be done however, we should decide how to model unemployment 

should it be modelled as an 1(0) or as an 1(1)1 We follow Blanehard and Quah and treat it as 1(0). 

There are good reasons why one should proceed in this way. First. it makes theoretical sense to 
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impose the restriction that shoeks should not have permanent effects on unemployment Also, 

from the empírical point of view, the evidence in Nelson and Plosser( 1982) and in Perron( 1987) 

point towards this direction. 

Granger causality tests results are reported in Table 9. At usual significance leveis, there is 

evidence that both output trend and cycle innovations Granger cause unemployment. Conversely, 

there is no evidence that unemployment Granger causes either trend or cycle innovations at alI 

usual significance leveIs. These results support the view lhat output shoeks lead unemployment 

in the temporal sense, which is, we believe, agreed wilh by many business cycles researchers. 

lbe second issue analyzed - impulse response functions and variance decomposition of 

innovations - is usually implemented using Vector Autoregressions (V AR' s) (see Sims(l980». A 

V AR including eight lags of unemployment leveI, output trend innovation, and output cycle 

innovation was first estimated. Although some authors modelled lhe unemployment leveI as 
" " 

having a break in mean"in 1974, e.g., Perron(1987), we do not allow for such structural break in 

our V AR, since a structural dummy is insignificant in lhe presence of the lags of our estimares of 

output trend and cycle innovations. 

It is a well known fact tbat tbe ordering of innovations in lhe V AR affects lhe results of 

variance decompositions aDd of impulse response functions. We chose lhe following order for 

innovations: output trend first, output cycle second and unemployment las~. 1bis is lhe arder 

which mates lhe most tbeoretical seDSe. Interestingly enough, choosing different orders yielded 

the same qualitative results, although numerical differences exist. We only analyzed 

91bis implies that contemporaneous shoeu to output trend are present in both output cycle 
innovation and unemployment Also, contemporaneous shoeu to output cycle innovation are 
present in unemployment 
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unemployment's response to different impulses. Results are plotted in Figure 9. The results are 

encouraging. First, a unemployment shoek positively affects the unemployment leveI. Its effect 

peaks at the three quarters horizon at about 40% of the original shock, dropping afterwards to be 

negligible at the two year horizon. Second, oUlput cycle innovation affects unemployment 

negatively. Unemployment's response is greatest at the one year horizon at about a fifth of the 

original shoek. By the three year horizon, unemployment's response is virtually zero. Third. 

oUlput trend innovation affects unemployment negatively. Its effect is greatest at the five quarters 

horizon at more than 40% of the size of the initial shoek. Contrary to the effects previously 

discussed. oUlput trend innovation effects decrease at a very low pace. affecting unemployment 

in an enduring way. For example. at tbe four year horizon. unemployment's response is still 

about one fifth of the original shock. 

From the impulse response results, it seems that the only variable in our system that bas a 

long lasting effect on unemployment is oUlput trend innovation. 1bis is not surprising since trend 

innovations are the only shocks to have permanent effects on oUlput. It is interesting to contrast 

responses from shoeks to output trend with tbat of output cycle. Since tbe first has bigger and 

more enduring effects on unemployment, firms may do labor hoarding. only practicing general 

lay-offs of workers when they perceive shocks to have pennanent effects on production. 

The results of the decomposition of FEV are presented in Table 10. We include horizons 

one through forty quar1a'S. Up to ooe year horizon. shocks to unemployment itself. and to output 

cycle innovation explain lhe bulk of FEV of unemployment. As lhe horizon increases, however, 

the only remaining importaot shoek is that of output trend innovation. For example. at the two 

year horizon, output trend innovations explain about 60% of unemployment' s FEV. At lhe three 
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year horizon this proportion is up to about 70%. These results corroborate the evidence of lhe 

impulse response analysis, showing lhat, in the long-run. only permanent shocks to output are 

imponant for unemployment fluctuatiODS. 

At this point it is interesting to contrast our results with that of Blanchard and Quah( 1989). 

They used a different way of decomposing output in trend and cycle, labelling trend innovations 

as supply shocks and cyclical innovations as demand shocks10
• The fact that they used GNP 

instead of private per-capita GNP, should not account for their impulse response results for 

unemployment being completely opposite to ours. In their data set, output cycle innovatiODS have 

bigger and more enduring effects on unemploymcnt tban output trend innovatiODS. Moreover, 

unemploymcnt responses to lhe 1atter have the wrong sigo up to lhe fifth quarter horizon and are 

negligible afta' tbat Despite lhe differences in data. it seems hard to accept that shocks that have 

permanent effects on output (trend innovations) have little or no effect on unemployment, 

whereas those that have traDSitoIy effects on output (cycle innovations) have long lasting effects. 

The difference in results may be due to our use of a multivariate system instead of a bi-varlate 

system or to our decomposition methcxt. which imposes the common cycle restriction to recover 

trend and cycle. Again, this result may illustrate the efticiency gains associated with imposing 

both short- and 10ng-run restrictions in decomposing data in trends and cycles. 

4.2 Post-Sample Forecasts 01 Per-Capita Output, Consumption and 

Investmeld 

1bis last section co.tipares post-sample forecasts of two econometric representations of our 

tri-variate system. The first is the Unrestricted VECM (UVECM). which does not take into 

10 Sample pericxts are almost identical: they used 1950:2 through 1987:4 and we used 19S1:2 
through 1988:4. 
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account shon-run restrictions implied by the existence of common cycles. 1be second is the 

Restricted VECM (RVECM), which takes into account those restrictions. Sample estimates used 

data for output, consumption, and investment from 1947:1 to 1988:4. Post-sample ODe step ahead 

forecasts for each representation were then calculated from 1989:1 to 1991:3. 

Estimation of the UVECM used eight lags for alllagged dependeot variables and one lag 

for the EC terms. Since it is a reduced form, it was estimated by Least Squares. The RVECM 

was estimated with the sarne lag structure of the UVECM, but imposing the common cycles 

restrictions in lhe system. As discussed before, these resuictions require taking into account 

structural relationships. lbus, lhe system was estimated using FIML. a suitable method for 

estimating structural relationsbips. 

Forecasting results are plotted in Figures 10 through 12. as well as leported in Table 11. 

Table 11 shows two measures of forecasting performance. 1be first is the ratio of post-sample 

Root Mean Square Errórs (RMSE) of each dependent variable to its meaD. It is a measure of the 

forecasting performance of each system equation separatdy. 1be second is me determinant of lhe 

Mean Square Error (MSE) matrix. a measure of the overall forecasting performance for lhe 

system as a whole. 

For lhe overall systan. it is cleu: tbat the RVECM representation does better. although the 

diffcrence in MSE is not very large. For individual equations, the RVECM outperfonns the 

UVECM in fORlClSting 0U1pUt and consumption. 1be latter equation is. the ODe where the 

forecasting improvement is more remartable. As is clear from Figure 11, the beUer performance 

of consumption forecasts in the RVECM results from an apparent smootbing out property of 

these forecasts, while tbose of the UVECM are apparendy more erratic. Although me UVECM 
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outperforms lhe R VECM in forecasting investment, the numerical difference is negligible. As is 

elear from Figure 12, one eannot distinguish any difference in forecasts just by loomg at lhe 

plOL 

It seems that the empirieal results achieved here eonfinns the theoretieal predietion that 

restricted estimation reduees MSE whenever true restrietions are imposed in estimation. In this 

case, on average, effieieney gains outweighs the 10ss in bias, thus reducing MSE. Although a 

smaller MSE ean always be the eonsequence of a .. good drawing," it is still eneouraging having 

achieved iL As it seems, tbete is no reason not to improve forecasting performance whenever 

possible, and tbe existence of eommon eycles restrietions may allow for such opportDnity. 

5 CODclusioD 

1bis paper establishes tbat ignoring sbort-run eo-movement restrietions in multivariate 

data sets can lead to non-trivialloss of efficiency in estimating reduced forrn VECM·s. 1bis ean 

affect forecasting performance as weU as precision in estimating trends and eyeles. Given that 

macroeconometricians usually try to reduce uncertainty in estimation and improve forecasting 

effieiency. this seems an important result 1berefore. testing for eommon eycles should always 

precede econometric estimation whenever short-run eo-movement restrietions are likely to be 

presenL When this is confirmed by testing. even if lhe dimension of eointegrating and eofeature 

spaces do not add up to lhe number of variables in lhe system, there is still room for 

improvemmt in estimatiOD.1n lhe special case where n = r + s. trends and eyeles can be easily 

recovc:red using estimata of cointegration and cofeature vectors. whieh avoids inverting lhe 

VECM in lhe process of retrieving lhese two components. 
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Using U.S. aggregate data we have shown that a non-trivialloss of efficiency results 

wbenever shon-run co-movement restri.ctions are ignored. It seems tbat me improved estimates 

of trends and cycles of output. consumption. and investmcnt show evidence of a more important 

role for transitory shocks than previously suspected. Nonetheless. me permanent component of 

consumption still explains a very large proportion of its variation even at small honzons. Also, 

according to economic intuition and contrary to previous rcsults achieved by Blanchard and 

Quah( 1989), it seems mat pennanent shocks to output play a much more important role in 

explaining unemployment variations. 
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7 Appendix 

TABLE 1: 
COINTEGRA TING RESUL TS USING JOHANSEN'S(l988) TECHNIQUE 

EIGENV ALUES TRACETEST CRITICAL NULL 
(J.1; ) -T I ln(1- J.1.) 

jS,i . J 
VALUE HYPOTHESES 

AT5% 

0.01886 3.06 3.76 3 at most 2 coint 
vectors 

0.07726 16.01 15.41 3 at most 1 coint 
vectors 

0.13944 40.18 29.68 3 at most O coint 
vectors 

Estimated Normalized Cointegrating Space: 

,. , = ( -1.06 1 O) 
a -1.01 O 1 

Test or Restrictiolw in the Cointegrating Space: 

X2(2) = 3.856, p-value = 0.1454. 
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TABLE2: 
CANONICAL CORRELATION ANAL YSIS 

COMMON CYCLES TEST 

SQUARED Prob>r(d) Prob.>F NULL HYPOlHESES 
CANONICAL (d) 

CORRELA TIONS (p~) 

0.4892 >0.0001 0.0001 Current and all smaller (p;) are zero 
(78) 

0.2860 0.004 0.0226 Current and all smaller (Pi) are zero 
(50) 

0.1544 0.3200 0.4651 Current and aiI smaller (Pi) are zero 
(24) 

TABLE3: 
COINTEGRATION AND COFEATURE SPACES 

DATA 

Y c i 

COINTEGRA TINO -1.00 1.00 O 
VECTORl 

COINTEGRATINO -1.00 O 1.00 
VECTOR2 

COFEATURE -1.37 -2.83 1.00 
VECTOR 1 
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TABLE4: 
COMMON FACTORS REPRESENTATION 

FACTOR LOADINGS OF NORMALIZED FACTORSa 

FACfORS 

VARIABLE CYCLE 1 CYCLE2 COMMON 
c-y i-y TREND 

y -0.0223 0.0127 -0.0930 

c 0.0032 0.0127 -0.0930 

i -0.0223 O.OSS4 -0.0930 

Notes: (a) To have unit variance. 

TABLE5: 
CORRELA TION MA TRIX OF FACTORS 

CYCLE 1 CYCLE2 COMMON 
c-y i-y TREND 

CYCLE 1 1.00 -0.3070 0.S669 
(p-value) (0.0001) (0.0001) 

CYCLE2 1.00 -0.0169 
(p-value) (0.828) 

COMMON TREND 1.00 
(p-value) 
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TABLE6: 
TRENDS AND CYCLES AS LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF THE DATA· 

TRENDS 

VARIABLE Y c 

y 0.42 0.87 

c 0.42 0.87 

i -0.42 0.87 
cyeLES 

VARIABLE X c 

y 0.58 -0.87 

c -0.42 0.13 

i -0.42 -0.87 

Notes: (a) A constant is also used to obtain a zero mean cycle. 

TABLE7: 
V ARIANCE DECOMPOSrrION OF INNOVATIONS 

AT BUSINESS CYCLES HORIZONS 

% OF mE V ARIANCE ATI'RIBUTED TO 
THE PERMANENT INNOVATION FOR: 

i 

-0.29 

-0.29 

-0.29 

i 

0.30 

0.30 

1.30 

HORlZON 
(QUARTERS) 

OUTPUT CONSUMPTION INVESTMENT 

1 
4 
8 

12 
16 
20 
00 

32.1 
37.4 
50.7 
57.5 
66.7 
76.1 

100.0 

64.8 
77.1 
85.3 
88.2 
90.4 
92.5 

100.0 

0.0 
9.0 

20.8 
24.9 
35.0 
44.6 

100.0 

Note: Since trend and cycle innovations are correlated. we denote transitory: innovation the 
portion of lhe çycle innovation which is ortbogonal to tbe trend innovation. Tbe peI11)apent 
mnovation will Ülen be the trend innovation prus the part of the cycle innovation exp.lained by 
the trend innovation. Tbis orthogonalization method IS identical to ordering the trena innovatlon 
first. Le. cycle innovations contaming the trend innovation and not vice-versa. -
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TABLE8: 
COMPARING RESUL TS OF V ARlANCE DECOMPOSrrION OF INNOVATIONS: 

TABLE 7 IN THIS PAPER ANO TABLE 4 IN KING ET AL.(1991) 

% OF lHE V ARIANCE A TIRIBUTED TO 
THE PERMANENT INNOVATION FOR: 

(IONG ET AL. RESULTS IN PARENlHESIS) 

HORIZON OUTPUT CONSUMPTION INVESTMENT 
(QUARTERS) 

1 32.1 64.8 0.0 
(45.0) (88.0) (12.0) 

4 ·37.4 77.1 9.0 
(58.0) (89.0) (31.0) 

8 50.7 85.3 20.8 
(68.0) (83.0) (40.0) 

12 57.5 88.2 24.9 
(73.0) (83.0) (43.0) 

16 66.7 90.4 35.0 
(77.0) (85.0) (44.0) 

20 76.1 92.5 44.6 
(79.0) (87.0) (46.0) - 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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TABLE9: 
GRANGER CAUSALITY TESTS FOR UNEMPLOYMENT, 

OUTPUT TREND INNOVATION, AND OUTPUT CYCLE INNOVATION 
(MEAN VERSION) 

p-V ALUES FOR ORANOER CAUSALITY F-TESTS IN A 
TRI-VARIATE VAR 

V AR ORDER FROM TREND FROM CYCLE FROM UNEMPL. FROM UNEMPL. 
(LAOS) TO UNEMPL. TO UNEMPL. TO TREND TO CYCLE 

1-8 0.00007 0.00475 0.98022 0.83328 

TABLE 10: 
V ARlANCE DECOMPOSITION OF INNOVATIONS IN V AR WITH 

UNEMPLOYMENT, OUTPUT TREND INNOVATION, 
AND OUTPUT CYCLE INNOVATION 

% OF lHE V ARIANCE ATIRIBUTED TO 
INNOVA TION IN: 

HORIZON 
(QUARTERS) 

OUTPUT TREND OUTPUT CYCLE UNEMPLOYMENT 

1 
4 
8 

12 
16 
20 
30 
40 

10.1 
35.3 
57.6 
66.8 
69.5 
70.8 
71.9 
72.1 

0.0 
8.1 
5.9 
5.0 
4.9 
4.8 
4.7 
4.7 

89.9 
56.7 
36.5 
28.2 
25.6 
24.2 
23.4 
23.2 



DEPENDENT 
VARIABLE 

Y 
c 
i 

I MSEI 
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TABLE 11: 
POST -SAMPLE FORECASTING RESUL TS FOR 

THE RVECM AND UVECM REPRESENTA TIONS 

MEANSQUAREERROR RATIO MSE TO MEAN OF 
(MSE) DEPENDENT V ARIABLE (%) 

RVECM UVECM RVECM UVECM 

5.95E-05 6. 12E-05 1.96 1.98 
4. 19E-05 5.08E-05 1.47 1.62 
4.59E-04 4.58E-04 5.43 5.42 
3.44E-24 4.02E-24 
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Figure 2 
Per-Capita Private GNP and its Trend 
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Figure 3 
Per-Capita Private Consumption and its Trend 
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Figure 4 
Per-Capita Fixed Investment and its Trend 
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Cycle in Per-Capita Private GNP 
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Figure 6 
Cycle in Per-Capita Private Consumption 
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Cycle in Per-Capita Fixed Investment 
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Cycle Generators 
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FIGURE 9: UNEMPLOYMENT RESPONSE 
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Figure 10 
Post-Sample 1 Step Ahead Forecasts of Output Growth 

Restricted and Unrestricted VECM 
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Figure 11 
Post-Sample 1 Step Ahead Forecasts of Consumption Growth 

Restricted and Unrestricted VECM 
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Figure 12 
Post-Sample 1 Step Ahead Forecasts of Investment Growth 

Restricted and Unrestricted VECM 
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179. EXCESS VOLATIUIY OF STOCK PRICES ANO KNIGHI1AN UNCERTAIN1Y - James 

Dow c Sérgio Ribeiro da eo.ta Wcdang - 1991 (csgotado) 

180. BRAZB... - CONDmONS FOR RECOVER,Y - Maio Haaiquc SimonIen - 1991 (esgotado) 

181. THE BRAZIlJAN EXPERIENCE wrm ECONOMY POUCY REFORMS ANO 

PROSPECTS FOR THE FUIlJRE. - Fcmando de HoIIDda Barbosa - Dezanbro de 1991 

(esgotado) 

182. MACRODINÂMlCA: OS SISTEMAS DINÂMICOS NA MACROECONOMIA - Fernando de 

HoImda Barbou - Dezembro de 1991 (esgotado) 

183. A EFlcmNCIA DA IN1ERVENÇAO DO ESTADO NA ECONOMIA - Fcmando de Holanda 

Barbou - Dezembro de 1991 (esgotado) 

184. ASPECTOS ECONÔMICOS DAS EMPRESAS ESTATAIS NO BRASR.: 

TELECOMUNICAÇÕES, ELETRICIDADE - FCIDIDdo de Holanda Barbou, Manuel Jeremias 

Leite CaldM, Mario JOIp PiDa c H61io Lcchup Arteiro - Dezembro de 1991 (esgotado) 

185. THE EX-ANTE NON.QPTIMALITY OF THE DEMPSTER-SCHAFER UPDATING RULE 

FOR AMBIGUOUS BELlEFS - Sérgio Ribeiro da eo.ta Wcdq C James Dow - Fewreiro de 

1992 (esgotado) 

186. NASH EQun..JBRIUM UNDER KNIGHTIAN UNCERTAINTY: BREAKING DOWN 

BACKWARD INDUCTION - Jamcs Dow c Séqpo Ribeiro da Costa Wcrtang - Fevereiro de 

1992 (esgotado) 

187. REFORMA DO SISTEMA FINANCEIRO NO BRASR. E "CENTRAL BANKING" NA 

ALEMANHA E NA ÁUSTRIA - Rubens Penha Cysnc - Fewreiro de 1992 (esgotado) 



188. 

189. 

190. 

191. 

192. 

193. 

194. 

19S. 

196. 

197 .. 

A INDETERMINAÇÃO DE SENIOR: ENSAIOS NORMATIVOS - Antonio Maria da Silveira 

- Março de 1992 (agotado) 

REFORMA TRlBurÁRlA - Mario Hemiquc SimoaIen - Março de 1992 (CIIOUdo) 

HlPERINFLAçÃO E O REGIME DAS POLÍTICAS MONETÁRlA-FlSCAL - Fernando dei 

HoJ.mda Barbosa c EMa Mureb SaDum - Março de 1992 (agotado) 

A CONSTI1UIÇÃO, OS JUROS E A ECONOMIA - CkMa de Faro - Abril de 1992 (esgotado) 

APUCABnIDADE DE TEORIAS: MlCROECONOMIA E ESTRATÉGIA EMPRESARIAL -

Antonio Maria da SiMira - Maio de 1992 (esgotado) 

INFLAçÃO E CIDADANIA - FCI'DIIIdo de HoImda Barbou - Julho de 1992 

A INDEXAÇÃO DOS ATIVOS FINANCEIROS: A ~NCIA BRASn..ElRA - Fernando 

de HoImcIa BII'boIa - Apto de 1992 

A INFLAçÃO E CREDmnmADE - Sérgio Ribeiro da CoIta WcdIag - Apto de 1992 

A RESPOSTA JAPONESA AOS CHOQUES DE OFERTA 1973/1981 - Fernando ADtoDio 

HIdba - Apto de 1992 

UM MODELO GERAL DE NEGOCIAÇÃO EM UM MERCADO DE CAPITAIS EM QUE 

NÃO EXISTEM INVESTIDORES IRRACIONAIS - Luiz 0uiIbmmc Schymura de 0IMira -

SeIcmbro de 1992 

198. SISTEMA FINANCEIRO DE HABITAÇÃO: A NECESSIDADE DE REFORMA - CkMa de 

FIrO - Setembro de 1992 

199. BRASlL: BASES PARA A RETOMADA DE DESENVOL VlMENfO - Rubens Penha Cymc -

Outubro de 1992 

200. A VISÃO TEÓRICA SOBRE MODELOS PREVIDENCIÁRIOS: O CASO BRASILEIRO -

Luiz GuiIbcnnc &hymura de 0Iiwira - Outubro de 1992 

201. HlPERINFLAçÃO: CÂMBIO, MOEDA E ÂNCORAS NOMINAIS - Fernando de Holanda 

Barbou - Novembro de 1992 - ( esgotado) . 

202. PREVID!NCIA SOCIAL: CIDADANIA E PROVISÃO - CkMs de FIrO - Novembro de 1992 

203. OS BANCOS ESTADUAIS E O DESCONTROLE FlSCAL: ALGUNS ASPECTOS - Sérgio 

Ribeiro da CoIta WcdIag c AnDínio FI'Ip Neto - NCMDbro de 1992 - (esgotado) 

204. TEORIAS ECONÔMICAS: A MEIA-VERDADE TEMPORÁRIA - Antonio Maria da Silveira -

Dezanbro de 1992 

lOS. lHE RICARDIAN VICE ANO nm INDETERMINATION OF SENIOR - Antonio Maria da 

SiMira - Dezembro de 1992 

206. HlPERINFLAçÃO E A FORMA FUNCIONAL DA EQUAÇÃO DE DEMANDA DE 

MOEDA - Fernando de Holanda Barbosa - Janeiro de 1993 

207 REFORMA FINANCEIRA - ASPECTOS GERAIS E ANÁUSE DO PROJETO DA LEI 



COMPLEMENf AR - Rubens PCDha Cysne - fewreiro de 1993. 
208. ABUSO ECONÔMICO E O CASO DA LEI 8.()02 - Luiz GuiIhcnne SdIymura de 0IMira e 

Sérgio Ribeiro da CoIta WcrIang - fewrciro de 1993. 

209. ELEMENfOS DE UMA ESTRATÉGIA PARA O DESENVOLVlMENfO DA 

AGRICULTIJRA BRASILEIRA - Antonio SalaDr Pcuoa BrancIio e EIiIcu AMa - Fe\lm'Ciro de 

1993 

210. PREVIDÊNCIA SOCIAL PÚBUCA: A EXPERItNCIA BRA.SILElRA - HéJio Portocarrero de 

Castro, Luiz Guilherme Schymura de 0Iivdra, Renato FngcIIi CardoIo e Uricl de Maplblce -

Março de 1993. 

211. OS SISTEMAS PREVIDENCIÁRIOS E UMA PROPOSTA PARA A REFORMULACAO DO 

MODELO BRASn..EIR.O - Helio Portocarrcro de Cas1ro, Luiz 0uiIhamc SdIymura de 0IMira, 

Renato FrageJIi CardoIo e Uriel de Maplbees - M..ço de 1993. 

212. 1lIE INDETERMlNATlON OF SENlOR (OR 1lIE INDETERMlNATlON OF WAGNER) 

ANO SCHMOll.ER AS A SOCIAL ECONOMlST - ÃIIfIJIIÍO Maria da SiMira - M..ço de 

1993. 

213. NASH EQUIUBRruM UNDER KNIGH11AN UNCERTAIN1Y: BREAKlNG DOWN 

BACKW ARO INDUcnON (ED:Dsivdy ReviIcd Vcnion) - lamcs Dow e Sérgio Ribciró da 

CoIta WcdaDg - Abril de 1993. 

214. ON 1lIE DIF'FERENTlABn.rrY OF lHE CONSUMER DEMAND FUNcnON - Paulo 

KIinger Monteiro, Mário Rui PMcoa e Sérgio Ribeiro da CoIta WcrIang - Maio de 1993. 

215. DETERMINAÇÃO DE PREÇOS DE ATIVOS, ARBITRAGEM, MERCADO A TERMO E 

MERCADO FUTURO - Sérgio Ribeiro da CoIta WcrIang e Flávio AuIer - Agosto de 1993. 

216. SISTEMA MONETÁRIO VERSÃO REVISADA - Mario Henrique SimoDIen e Rubens 

PCDha Cysne - Agosto de 1993. 

217. CAIXAS DE CONVERSÃO - Fcmando Antônio Hadba - Agosto de 1993. 

218. A ECONOMIA BRASILElRA NO PERÍODO MlUTAR - Rubens Penha Cysne - Agosto de 

1993 

219. lMPÔSTO INFLACIONÁRIO E TRANSFERÊNCIAS INFLACIONÁRIAS - Rubens Penha 

Cyme - Agosto de 1993. 

220. PREVISÕES DE Ml COM DADOS MENSAIS - Rubens Penha Cymc e Joio Victor IssIcr -

Setembro de 1993. 

221. TOPOLOGIA E cÁLCULo NO Rn - Rubens PCDha Cysnc e Humberto Moreira - Setembro 

de 1993. 

222. EMPRÉSTIMOS DE MÉDIO E LONGO PRAZOS E INFLAÇÃO: A QUESTÃO DA 

INDEXAÇÃO - Clovis de Faro - Outubro de 1993. 



223. ESTUDOS SOBRE A INDERTERMINAÇÃO DE SENIOR, vol. 1 - Nelson H Barbosa, Fábio 

N.P. Freitas, Carlos F.L.R Lopes, Marcos B. Monteiro, Antonio Maria da Silveira(Coordcnador) 

e Manas Vcmengo - Outubro de 1993. 

224. A SUBS1TI1...lJÇÃO DE MOEDA NO BRASil.: A MOEDA INDEXADA - Fernando de 

Holanda Barbosa e Pedro Luiz vaUs Pereira - Novembro de 1993. 

225. FINANCIAL INTEGRATION ANO PUBUC FINANClAL INSTITUTIONS - Waltcr Novacs e 

Séqpo Ribeiro da Costa Wcrlang - Novembro de 1993. 

226. LA WS OF LARGE NUMBERS FOR NON-ADDITIVE PROBABILITIES - Jamcs Dow e 

Séqpo Ribeiro da Costa Wcrlang - Dezembro de 1993. 

227. A ECONOMIA BRASn.EIRA NO PERÍODO MILITAR - VERSÃO REVISADA - Rubens 

Penha Cysne - Janeiro de 1994. 

228. nm IMPACT OF PUBUC CAPITAL ANO PUBUC INVESTMENT ON ECONOMIC 

GROWlH: AN EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION - Pedro Cavalcanti FCITCira - Fevereiro de 

1994. 

229. FROM nm BRAZILIAN PAY AS YOU GO PENSION SYSTEM TO CAPITAIlZATION: 

BAILING OUT lHE GOVER.NMENT - José Luiz de Carvalho e Qóvis de Faro - Fevereiro de 

1994. 

230. ESTUDOS SOBRE A INDETERMINAÇÃO DE SENIOR - voL n - Brcna Paula Magno 

Fcmaode~ ~ Tereza Garcia Duarte, Sergio Grumbach, Antonio Maria da Silveira 

(Coordenador) - Fewrciro de 1994. 

231. ESTABILIZAÇÃO DE PREÇOS AGRÍCOLAS NO BRASil.: AVAllAç"ÃO E 

PERSPECTIVAS - Clovis de Faro e José Luiz Carvalho -Março de 1994. 

232. ESTIMATING SECTORAL CYCLES USING COINTEGRATION AND COMMON 

FEATI.JRES - Robcrt F. Engle e Joio Victor Isslcr - Março de 1994 

233. COMMON CYCLES IN MACROECONOMIC AGGREGATES - João Victor Issler e Farshid 

Vabid - Abril de 1994. 
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